
 

Ch 2   Chemistry 
          

 

chemistry basics 

element  substance with unique identity 

atom  single unit of an element 

molecule >1  atom bonded together 

compound molecules of different atoms 

 

atom  =  protons + electrons 

atoms are neutral        # protons  =  # electrons 

# protons atomic number   identity  

# electrons outer ‘shells’  behavior 

chemical behavior depends on the number of valance electrons 

 

 

Ions 

ion = atom or molecule with an electric charge        # protons    ≠     # electrons  

 cation  =  + charge 

 anion   =  -  charge  

atoms gain/lose electron in outer shell 

 

 

common ions 

Hydrogen H+  

Sodium  Na+   

Potassium K+  

Calcium  Ca2+   

Chlorine  Cl-  

Phosphates PO4
3- HPO4

2- 

Iron  Fe2+   

Copper  Cu2+    

Bicarbonate HCO3
-  

 

 

acid – base  

some molecules lose/gain H ions 

pH  =  parts Hydrogen in solution 

alkalinity         pH  > 7  decrease H+  

neutral  pH =  7  [H+] of water 

acidity  pH  < 7  increase  H+ 

 

 

chemical bonds 

chemical bond is an attractive force between atoms, molecules 

chemical bonds store energy 

forming a bond requires energy 

breaking a bond releases energy 

 

ionic bonds  opposite charged ions attract 

 

covalent bonds  atoms/molecules share electrons 

 

polar covalent  electrons shared unequally  molecules have  +  and  -  ends 

 

hydrogen bond  H attracted to O  in different or same molecule 

 water 

 3D shape of proteins  /  function of proteins, enzymes 

 DNA 

 

 

 

 



biomolecules 

complex molecules used in living things 

monomer individual units ; building blocks  

polymer  chain of monomers 

carbohydrates 

lipids 

nucleic acids  

proteins 

 

carbohydrates 

Carbon  +  hydrates (water)  CHO 

C       +    H2O     C H2O          

     C6 H12O6 

functions:  

energy source  glucose  

energy storage  glycogen 

cell membrane  glycocalyx     

 

monosaccharides  glucose  fructose  galactose     

disaccharides  maltose  sucrose  lactose 

polysaccharides  glycogen           

   starch 

 

 

lipids 

mostly  C and H 

monomers   fatty acids (FA)  , glycerol  

 

functions:   

fatty acids  energy source 

triglycerides  energy storage 

phospholipids cell membrane  ;  myelin 

cholesterol  cell membrane ; steroid hormones         

   bile ; Vitamin D 

 

Nucleic Acids 

DNA deoxy-ribonucleic acid  double helix  

genetic code 

RNA  ribonucleic acid    single strand 

directs protein synthesis   

mRNA  messenger RNA 

tRNA  transfer RNA 

rRNA  ribosomal RNA 

 

nucleotide   monomers 

triplets/codon 3 nucleotides code for one AA 

gene  many triplets  =   code for AA order of a protein 

 

other nucleic acids 

ATP  adenosine triphosphate 

ADP  adenosine diphosphate 

cAMP  cyclic adenosine monophosphate  

GTP  guanosine triphosphate 

 

 

Amino Acids 

20 different amino acids  (AA)  

 

AA are used : 

 for protein synthesis 

 hormones 

 neurotransmitters 

  

 

 



Proteins 

proteins are polymers of amino acids  

AA’s are joined by peptide bonds 

protein synthesis  AA  proteins   (DNA   mRNA  protein)  

 

Protein functions 

structural proteins collagen, elastin, keratin 

cell membranes  membrane transport channels 

cell receptors  communication 

chemical signals  hormones ; neurotransmitters 

chemical reactions enzymes 

fight infections  antibodies 

plasma proteins  albumin ; clotting factors 

oxygen transport  hemoglobin 

 

protein function depends on 3D shape 

3D shape of protein based on:  AA order 

     H bonds 

 

a protein’s function is affected by (changing its shape) : 

 ions, other chemicals  break H-bonds   

 heat    break H-bonds    

 pH    break H-bonds    

 ATP , GTP   add phosphate    

 

 

things are getting unorganized  =  entropy 

things are falling apart  

  from large molecules into  small molecules  

things are moving apart 

  from high concentration toward  low concentration 

  from high pressure toward  low pressure 

  from high electric charge toward  opposite charge  

 

We use this  to move blood            

  to move water            

  to breathe            

  to move chemicals into / out of all cells 

 

this does not require any work 

  

 

Living things must get organized 

living things require organization (dysequilibrium) : 

  build large molecules 

  create concentration gradients     

  create electrical gradients 

  create pressure gradients 

organization (dysequilibrium) takes work 

to do work requires energy 

Living things must do work to get organized 

Living things must get energy to survive! 
 

what is energy ? 

energy (E) is “the stuff that does work” 

Energy holds things together that want to move apart   builds larger chemicals 

Energy keeps things apart that want to move together   move molecules against gradients  (from low to high) 

 

where is it?  

chemical bonds 

gradients 

heat 

  

 

 



chemical reactions 

reactant + reactant (substrate)    product 

anabolic  make bonds  = dehydration synthesis 

A  +  B      AB  

 

catabolic break bonds = decomposition = hydrolysis 

AB        A  +  B 

 

catabolic reactions  

catabolic reactions break down biochemicals 

 protein to AA 

 lipids to FA to C 

 glucose to C   (cell respiration) 

 food digestion 

 

break chemical bonds - release energy 

reactions that release energy exergonic  

catabolic reactions are exergonic reactions 

 

anabolic reactions  

anabolic reactions build large biochemicals 

 many AA to protein 

 many glucose to glycogen 

 many nucleotides to DNA 

 ATP synthesis 

 

reactions that require energy     endergonic 

anabolic reactions are endergonic  

 

 

chemical reactions need a little help 

chemical reactions need energy to get started   

the E needed to start the reaction is its activation energy 

 

enzymes lower activation energy 

2 ways to increase the reaction rate : 

provide energy  heat 

lower activation E  chemical helpers 

 

chemical helpers      = catalyst 

catalyst made of protein     = enzyme 

 

a cell can perform a specific chemical reaction only if it has the appropriate enzyme for that reaction. 

 

enzyme properties 

name =   _________ase 

increase the rate of reaction 

specific for one reaction – due to their specific shape 

    3D active site 

 

a cell’s functions are based on its “active” enzymes 

 

enzymes require optimum temperature 

enzymes require optimum pH 

 

 

endergonic reactions require a lot of energy 

an enzyme is not enough to run an endergonic reactions 

where can we get E for endergonic reactions?    

 from exergonic reactions 

 

How do we transfer this Energy?  ATP  

 

 

 



ATP functions 

ATP  =  adenosine triphosphate 

ATP is an energy transfer molecule 

uses: 

anabolic reactions 

to activate enzymes 

muscle contraction 

to create gradients  

membrane transport 

 

 

cell respiration 

C6H12O6  + 6O2  + 30ADP  6CO2  + 6H2O  + 30ATP+heat  
 

this is how we get Energy from the environment 

 

catabolism of glucose  (exergonic) 

    C6H12O6  +  6O2    6CO2  +  6H2O + E  
 

anabolism of ATP   (endergonic)       

     ADP + P + E   ATP + heat 
 

 
 

cell respiration - processes 

Glycolysis           glucose  2 pyruvic acid + 2ATP + NADH 

 

Kreb’s cycle    acetyl-CoA   2CO2  + 2ATP + NADH 

  

oxidative phosphorylation        

 oxidation of NADH     NADH + O2  NAD+ + H2O  + E 

 phosphorylation of ADP    ADP  +  P + E      26 ATP  

 

 

cell respiration – important chemicals 

ATP  

glucose  

pyruvic acid 

acetyl CoA 

keto acids  

electron transport chain 

NADH nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 

FADH2 flavin adenine dinucleotide 

oxygen 

 

ATP is an energy transfer molecule 

E from ATP is used to build biomolecules 

energy flow summary: 

 glucose    ATP      chemical bonds,  anabolic rxn 
 

E from ATP is used to do Work: 

energy flow summary: 

glucose    ATP      work  
 



 

plants  vs  animals 

animals  get E from biomolecules  

eat molecules of other animals and plants 

 

plants  get E from sun  

 

 

 

physiology to support cell respiration 

much of our A&P performs or supports cell respiration  

to get energy from environment to run chemical rxn 

 

food gathering   muscular / skeletal / nervous systems 

get biochemicals   digestive 

get Oxygen   respiratory  

transport O and Gluc  cardiovascular 

control movement and organs endocrine / nerve 

membrane transport     chemicals move into cells  

cellular enzymes and genes     build biochemicals   

build cell structures  

build ATP 

 

 

energy, chemistry, and physiology 

We are an organized sack of chemicals 

Keeping that order requires energy (work) 

That energy comes from the environment – chemical bonds 

 

Physiology uses energy to do our work: 

to make and break chemical bonds 

to change protein shapes 

to create gradients 

 

Physiology is the work we do to  

 survive 

 get energy 

 

 

 

 
 


